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from the outset of her writing career, ismat chughtai was outspoken, and her later short story lihaf, first published in 1942, is no exception. written as a rebuttal of pemmas kavita, a magazine billed as 'the voice of young india' but which mostly published romance fiction, chughtai's dark satire chided the magazine's lead editor sadhwit kaur for being
patronising, and mocked sadhwit kaur's love affair with her male secretary, preferring to spend time with him. with her pet satire on female hypocrisy, lihaf is also a short story about a heroine who is sex-starved. its fictionalised plot documents the relationship between a pakistani writer haji, who is a lesbian, and her wife, a pakistani artist, hameeda.

hameeda accepts being haji's second wife and lets herself be blackmailed into behaving in a demure manner in public to keep her husband's relationship with haji a secret. less of a satire and more of a tale of moral anguish, ismat chughtai's story a room in seasoncentres around a young bachelor, nasir, who takes the pretence of being a socialite
extremely seriously, resolving to avoid any emotional entanglement. chughtai is also strikingly prescient in her understanding of the urban elite. while a room in seasoncentres on the class system in modern pakistan, she echoes her contemporary lillian ross, who would later win the pulitzer prize for her celebrated study of new york in age of innocence.

like ross, chughtai also held the elite class responsible for living a superficial lifestyle: marrying in haste and never really looking to appreciate their partners.
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